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Abstract 
 

The hardware related courses in computer major require a lot of practise on experiment to fully 

understand the theoretical knowledge for the students. Especially for the first-year or second-year 

undergraduate students, how to cultivate students' practical ability effectively is the subject of Computer 

Science in Colleges and Universities. This paper introduces the experimental teaching reform trial of the 

Digital Logic Circuit courses, and sums up the experience of how to stimulate students' awareness of 

innovation in the hardware experiment teaching and how to improve the students' practical ability. This 

paper proposes that we should start the student independent innovation experiment as soon as possible at 

the university stage. We design the independent innovation experiment in Digital Logic Circuit of the 

hardware experiment, that experiment is an open-minded experiment. After years of experiments carried 

out, the students deepened understanding of the knowledge of theory course, improve the interest in the 

design of hardware, understand the basic processes of the design of electronic products, improve the 

ability of practical, and establish the consciousness of innovation and practice. Our trial has proved that it 

is very meaningful and feasible to enhance the ability of innovation practice in the low grade students of 

computer major. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

As important as software courses, hardware related courses are the important component in the 
course of computer science curriculum [1]. From studying of the hardware courses, students will 
understand the working mechanism of the computer more clearly. At present, most of the 
computer hardware series courses in colleges and universities have been set up, including Digital 
Logic, Computer Organization and Architecture, etc. 
 

Theoretical teaching focuses on the knowledge points, while experimental teaching focuses on 
the application of knowledge. Through the study of computer hardware experiment, we can train 
students' practical ability, engineering practice ability and the ability of development and 
innovation [2]. Hardware experiment teaching is an important part of computer hardware course. 
In order to really achieve the purpose of the experiment, operating the real experimental 
equipment is needed. 
 

CS2013 raises: Appreciation of the interplay between theory and practice [3]. Undergraduate 
students of computer science and technology should have practical ability, and understand the 
interplay between theory and links between them. Graduates of a Computer Science program 
need to understand how theory and practice influence each other. This also shows we should pay 
attention to the practice teaching in the whole teaching position.  
 

Hardware courses mainly include Digital Logic, Computer Organization, Computer Architecture, 
Computer Interface and so on [4]. Digital Logic is the fundamental of these courses and 
experimental teaching is an important part, which is an indispensable means to cultivate students’ 
practical ability, engineering practice ability and innovation ability.  
 

The computer professional requires many practices, so the experimental teaching is very 
important in computer professional students training process [5]. Thus we try to stimulate 
students' innovation consciousness through the practice in the process of experiment teaching. 
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Using the hardware experiment to improve the students’ practical hands-on participation, to 
cultivate their ability of innovation and practice. How to cultivate students' innovative practical 
ability effectively is the subject of Computer Science in Colleges and Universities, especially for 
the first-year or second-year undergraduate students. We select the Digital Logic course as a 
starting point [6]. This course is a compulsory fundamental hardware course for computer 
professional sophomore in Tsinghua University. We made a lot investigation and research for this 
course, especially on experimental teaching. We generalized and analysed the old experiment 
contents, set up the new content, and adopted some new experimental methods, in order to 
consolidate the students’ theoretical knowledge, in the meanwhile cultivate their ability of 
innovation and practice. 
 

2. DIGITAL LOGIC EXPERIMENT 
 

For the computer professional students in sophomore, Digital Logic course is one of the earliest 
hardware courses they encounter. They have no knowledge of computer hardware, so it need to 
step by step to make them aware of what the computer hardware is, and thus cause their interest 
to learn these courses. 
 

And the experimental teaching is an important part in Digital Logic course [7]. The experiments 
of computer major mainly include following types: the basic verification experiment, the 
advanced comprehensive experiment, the independent innovation experiment, and etc. In our 
department, we select following experiments as course experiment, shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Experiments 
 

Experiment Description Type 

Instrument 
Operation 

Learn how to the use of experimental 
instruments, including the oscilloscope, 
logic analyzer, etc. 

Basic 

Chip Measurement 
Measurement of the delay and transmission 
characteristics for 74 series chip. 

Basic 

Adder 
Assemble the adder circuit using 74 series 
chip. 

Basic 

Timing Control 
Using 74 series chip to assemble a circuit, 
which can control an device with three 
period of timing. 

Advanced 

Adder/ Counter 
Use hardware description language to 
design and implement an adder and a 
counter. 

Basic 

Traffic 
 Lights 

Use hardware description language to 
design and implement a controller of the 
traffic lights. 

Advanced 

Electronic Cipher  
Lock 

Use hardware description language to 
design and implement an electronic cipher 
lock. 

Advanced 

Colored LED  
Show Originality 

Use the light emitting diode or light array to 
complete a creative idea experiment. 

Innovation 

 
After learning the basic theoretical knowledge of Digital Logic course, the independent 
innovation experiment is arranged. This arrangement is mainly based on the following 
considerations. 
 

� Independent experiment can cultivate students' ability of practice. The basic verification 
experiments and the advanced comprehensive experiments usually involve only one or 
several points of knowledge. For the cultivation of innovative consciousness and practical 
ability, these experiments are obviously deficient. However, the innovative experiment can 
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stimulate students' creative thinking and training their practical ability. As long as the 
experimental difficulty is designed appropriately, it will be of great advantage for cultivating 
the students' engineering practice ability [8]. 

 

� It is a long term work to cultivate students' practice ability. The training process must keep 
on throughout the whole the course of the university education [9]. Due to the influence of 
the oriented examination education in primary and secondary schools, the students who just 
enter universities are often lack of interest and initiative in hardware of computer. Therefore, 
the students should do the practice training as soon as possible at the university stage, in 
order to help them to change their inherent thinking formed by the oriented examination 
education. In the university, we should mobilize the students’ enthusiasm of innovation 
practice first, which will help the students learn the new knowledge more efficient, and help 
them adapt to the society requirement quickly after graduation [10]. 

 

The students in Digital Logic course are just touching the hardware experiment, so the 
experiment should not be very difficult, and the experiment should have good visible display, 
thus it can arouse more interest and motivation in students for hardware experiment. So we 
designed the innovation experiment called Colored LED Show Originality, in which the students 
should use the LED (light-emitting diodes) or LED array to do a show or other things to display 
their creative ideas. The implementation can use ready-made circuit board, or the circuit board 
designed by the students themselves. Design does not need to have a high level in technical 
content, only need to have enough creativity, to show the concept of hardware design. That is 
enough for the entrance of the hardware course, which will make the students have the interest 
for the hardware courses. 
 

In this hardware experiment, the students are required to think the topic themselves, using the 
knowledge learned in Digital Logic course to design and implement a circuit demonstration 
device to show their ideas or have some distinctive functions. The experiment requires the 
students to have their own ideas, but also need them to realize their ideas in practice. This is a 
good exercise for fostering the students’ ability of innovation and practice. 
 

3. EXPERIMENT TEACHING 
 

In the course of experiment teaching, the basic experiment content can strengthen the 
understanding of the students' knowledge. But these experiments lack the creativity of students, 
students are easy to feel boring for these experiments. It's different for the innovation 
experiments. Because the experiment contents are thought out by the students themselves, So the 
students will have much interesting on it, and are willing to do more work on it.  
 

Because the experiment ideas are different, the results of the experiments are various. Good 
experimental results are welcome of course, but for the independent innovation experiment, the 
process of the experiment should get more attention. This is because the students’ ability of 
innovation and practice is gradually accumulated in the experiment process. The whole process of 
the experiment should always around how to inspire the innovative thinking and improve the 
practice ability. 
 

3.1. Idea of the Experiment 
 

The good idea will produce the good experiments. Innovative awareness is by no means without 
foundation, need to have the accumulation. The students usually pay attention to observation, and 
have diligent in thinking, or have wide interests of students, they will have more innovative ideas. 
And the students usually do not pay much attention to this area, through the training in this 
experiment, it will also let them gradually consciously strengthen the training in this area. 
 

Our innovative experiment wants the student show their ideas through the LED lights. The 
implement does not need very complex circuit design, but there must be a sufficient display and 
have innovative ideas. This experiment wants to let the student realize their own ideas through 
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the LED lights, and want to cultivate their innovation consciousness and exercise practical 
ability. 
 

Through the experiment carrying in these years, it is proved that that as long as the students were 
provided with the independent experiment contents open and free, their creative potential will be 
fully motivated. Figure 1. is the students’ experiments demonstration, they are fun and full of 
innovative ideas. For example, they made a model of DNA double helix structure with the LED 
lights, and this model can show the DNA replication process using the different color lights 
flashing. Other demonstrations include colored traffic signal lights, Snake game, digital alarm 
clock, etc. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Experiments demonstration 
 

In this innovation experiment, we found that the good experiments have the following 
characteristics: 
 

� It has unique or creative ideas. It chooses some interesting or meaningful things in life to 
show through the lights, such as the DNA double helix structure, showing its replication 
process. 

� It has innovation in the design or function. It is good at trying to do things that others have 
not done, such as using the competition mechanism to show which side of the game press the 
key faster. 

� It helps to achieve a good display effect. The show need to be clear and not monotonous, 
demonstration rich and colorful, such as traffic signal lights, Snake game, etc. 

� It need the combination of functional and interesting as far as possible. the pursuit of 
practical and interesting, such as electronic cube, digital alarm clock, etc. 

 

3.2. Implement of the Experiment 
 

Any idea must be based on a certain material and technical basis. We want to let the student 
implement their creative ideas into the real thing; otherwise, the idea will become a dream. 
 

In the first few years, the experimental equipment and material we provided to the students 
mainly includes TTL chip and GAL (General Array Logic). The students mainly adopt two ways 
to realize their design: First is only use TTL devices, the second is mixed with GAL and TTL 
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devices. The first way will use what they have learned in course, in the experiment it can 
consolidate and deepen the understanding of basic knowledge; the second, because of the 
advantages of GAL devices, the students will use the HDL (Hardware Description Language) to 
achieve a complex design more easily and will learn more new technologies [11]. Students need 
to design their own circuit board or using the bread-board to complete the experiment. 
 

From 2012, we provide a control core board for the students in the experiment. This board 
contains a CPLD (Complex Programmable Logic Device) with many Input/ Output connection 
pins, which will be used as a universal function board. Using this core board, the students only 
need to focus on the internal function implement. By writing HDL code and simulation, the 
students can easily realize the control function. Combined with self-designed display board, the 
students will get their final implement. At 2014, we designed an experimental board with built-in 
128*64 light emitting diode array, and this board has ten chip sockets that can plug in 74 series 
chips. It also has a CPLD, switch as input and seven segments LED, etc. The students can 
directly do the experiment on this experiment board. 
 

3.3. Practice in Experiment 
 

Practical ability is important for the student. The students of computer professional generally pay 
more attention to software skill training, but for the ability of hardware practice they do not have 
enough training. However, to become an outstanding innovative students of computer 
professional, the students must have good hardware knowledge and skillful practice ability [12]. 
In hardware experiment, we cultivate students' practical ability mainly from the following two 
aspects. 
 

In order to improve the students’ practical ability, it should encourage the students to practice 
consciously [13]. If we only focus on learning the basics theory knowledge, overlook the 
cultivation of this consciousness, the students will miss the valuable opportunity to accumulate 
the experience for improving the practical ability. In the experiment, the teachers and laboratory 
only provide some knowledge and technical support, the students are always the dominant in 
experiment. Compared to the traditional validation experiments, the opening experiment content, 
independent selection, efforts to complete their own creativity, the students will get higher 
fulfillment from the experiment, which will promote the students to have more interest and 
enthusiasm into hands-on practice. 
 

Practical ability improving is a process of gradual accumulation of the experience. In this 
hardware experiment, students should realize their ideas, in which they will experience the 
process from the circuit design, simulation and debugging, PCB (Printed Circuit Board) design, 
to the final implement. This specific steps of the experiment will improve students' practical 
ability gradually. In the experiment, the students will encounter a variety of practical problems, 
and some problem maybe not easily found the solution directly from the textbook, the students 
perhaps take many detours to solve these problems. But it is such a process gives students 
hands-on practice for a personal experience, accumulated experience, improve the ability to solve 
specific problems. For example, the students in the PCB board design, should take into account 
the location of each chip in the circuit board as well as the beauty of the circuit board, and in 
circuit design they should consider the driving ability of chip pins. These are all the problems 
only met in the real design. From such an experiment training, the students will get much more 
experience on hardware design. 
 

After the completion of their own creative products, the students will give a presentation in class, 
and submit an experiment report. The report must include the design ideas, schematics, printed 
circuit board diagram or HDL code, and the product demonstrations instructions. Meanwhile the 
report also must include the problems encountered in the design or debugging and the 
corresponding solving method. 
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The design of this experiment will help students to sum up their own innovation practice 
experience in a timely manner, and it will be a good inspiration for them to improve their 
innovation ability in the future engineering practice.
 

4. ACHIEVEMENT 
 

This innovation experiment is not a course required experiment, students can choose whether to 
do the experiment according to their time and interest. In order to motivate students to do the 
innovation experiment, we will give additional score points to those who have creative id
completed the experiment outstandingly.
 

In the past five years of experiment teaching in Digital Logic courses, we continuously improve 
our innovation experiment, and the students have designed and implemented a lot of very crea
experimental content. Table 2. is the distinctive experiments in these years.
 

Year Title 

2011 DNA Model 

2012 Snakes Game 

2013 Rotated 3D Display

 

2014 Electronic Cube 

2015 Battle Game 
 
In the experiments carried out process of these five years, the number of students selecting the 
innovation experiment were continuously growing, shown in Figure
fifth students selected the innovation experiment, but after several years of efforts, basically all of 
the students will choose the innovation experiment. The main reason is that the students have 
been aware of the innovative experiment is not complex to complete, and it has a lot of fun; and 
there is no denying the fact, bonus score also encourage students to chosen for the experiment.
 

In the process of the innovation experiment, students will be more interested in, and wi
effort and time on it, so as to learn some new knowledge for it. Students are also very welcome to 
the innovation experiment, in the students’ experiment report it is often mentioned that the 
experiment can exercise their practical ability, exp
very interesting experiment. 
 

Figure 2. The student number select the innovation experiments

Because the students selecting this experiment may need the circuit board manufacturing or will 
buy some chips, they need some financial support from the laboratory. If the circuit board is 
entirely their own design, basically each student will need $50 support. However, because there 
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are several types of ready-made experiment device can be chosen, the students can be directly 
complete the experiment on our equipment provided. 
 

But with the experiments carried out and continuous accumulation in experiment, the students 
reflect that it is more and more difficult to think out a new experiment that is different from the 
previous experiments. So the experiment content the students choose, slowly focus to the games, 
such as pinball, aircraft fighting. We are also introducing a number of new content and 
equipment, so that the students can have more choice in experiment. 
 

5. SUMMARY 
 

We designed the independent innovation experiment in Digital Logic Circuit of the hardware 
experiment, that experiment is an open-minded experiment. After years of experiments carried 
out, the students deepened understanding of the knowledge in theory course, improve the interest 
in the design of hardware, understand the basic processes of the design of electronic products, 
improve the ability of practical, and establish the consciousness of innovation and practice. Our 
trial has proved that it is very meaningful and feasible to enhance the ability of innovation 
practice in the low grade students of computer professional. 
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